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The sensitivity of mass fractal dimension (Dm ), a spectral dimension (d), and the ratio of the two, ( Ddm ), that
relates to the scaling property of dynamical processes in soil such as diffusion, to different threshold criteria was
estimated. In order to do so, intact soil samples were collected from four horizons of a Brazilian soil and 3D
images, of 45.1 mm resolution (256x256x256 voxels), were obtained. Four different threshold criteria were used
to transform CT grey-scale imagery in binary imagery (pore/solid), based on the frequency of CT units.
To compare the effect of threshold and soil horizons on the two parameters studied and its ratio, an analysis
of variance was performed in a split-plot design. In this study each image is the “main plot unit” where we have
performance four determinations of the parameters. Therefore, it was considered the three locations as blocks, each
horizon as main plot effect and each threshold as subplot effect. GenStat® version 12.1 was used to performance
these analysis. The significance level of all the statistical analysis was at 5%.
Fractal-like scaling was observed overall length scales, however the effect of thresholding on the estimate for Dm
depended on the range of length scales used. The log-log plots, from which Dm is estimated, show that thresholding
influenced mainly the scaling at the smallest length scales (of size length from 1 to 16 voxels). This demonstrates
that different thresholding schemes mainly influence the features close to the resolution limit of the image.
Dm and d showed a relation with the apparent porosity (i.e. the value calculated for different threshold criteria)
in the image for the 12 samples studied. Plotting the apparent soil porosity against Dm or dwe found that both
increased with respect to porosity, being logarithmic for Dm and linear for d. The ratio ( Ddm ) can characterize
each of the horizons considered in this study when the mass dimension was estimated not using only the smallest
length scales, which is highly sensitive to the threshold criteria.
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